
VLASS GALACTIC SCIENCE

High Frequency (Ku band; 15 GHz) Galactic Survey

• Science Case: Many multi-wavelength studies now exist of the plane of our Galaxy at
relatively high resolution (∼ few arc second), and have uncovered a rich and diverse population
of objects including young stellar objects, HII regions (both extended and compact), stellar
sources (both varying and non-varying), planetary nebulae, extensive molecular clouds, and
compact steep spectrum objects. Previous radio surveys have either been at frequencies < 5
GHz with resolutions of a few arc seconds (e.g., VLA-L and CORNISH) or at frequencies >
10 GHz with resolutions of a few hundred arc seconds (e.g., GPA, AMIGPS, AT20G, etc.).
Distinguishing the range of Galactic objects from the background and from each other is
critical to understanding their nature and origin.

Much recent work on the Galactic plane has been carried out at submillimeter and infrared
parts of the spectrum (i.e., ALMA and future ALMA surveys, MSX, Spitzer, Planck, Herschel,
WISE) and these surveys detect thermal radiation from the Galaxy. There is therefore a clear
need for an arcsecond-resolution, high sensitivity and high frequency radio survey to study
the thermal source population in our Galaxy and to complement the work being done at
higher and lower frequencies. The proposed VLA Galactic 15 GHz (Ku band) survey is a
unique survey that only the VLA could perform for the Northern Sky and would identify
and characterize in detail the cycle of star formation and stellar death. Imaging distributions
of star-forming gas in the Galaxy is not the focus, though identifying locations of dense
gas will be a powerful outcome of the survey. In addition, this thermal survey becomes a
legacy for the VLA, by attracting many multi-wavelength astronomers to the archive. Finally,
understanding these critical physical processes in our Galaxy in detail allows us to extend our
understanding to galaxies across the universe.
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• Technical Requirements:

Parameter Requirement Science Goal

Area 2800 deg2
to cover entire Galactic

plane as can be observed
by VLA (b < 5◦)

Cadence 1 epoch

Frequency Ku-band (15 GHz)
continuum and a few

spectral lines

Bandwidth 12 − 18 GHz
and the 12.2 GHz
methanol maser

Point Source Sensitivity (1σ) 90µJy bm−1

Resolution 1.′′00

matching
multi-wavelength

existing and future
Galactic plane surveys

Configuration C-array

to retain much of the
extended flux (but not
all); matched array for

lower frequency

Full Polarization Desired
detecting polarization

where possible
Total Time: 3200 hr
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